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BaSFormer: A Balanced Sparsity Regularized
Attention Network for Transformer
Shuoran Jiang, Qingcai Chen, Yang Xiang, Youcheng Pan, Xiangping Wu

Abstract—Attention networks often make decisions relying solely on a few pieces of tokens, even if those reliances are not truly
indicative of the underlying meaning or intention of the full context. That can lead to over-fitting in Transformers and hinder their ability
to generalize. Attention regularization and sparsity-based methods have been used to overcome this issue. However, these methods
cannot guarantee that all tokens have sufficient receptive fields for global information inference. Thus, the impact of individual biases
cannot be effectively reduced. As a result, the generalization of these approaches improved slightly from the training data to new data.
To address these limitations, we proposed a balanced sparsity (BaS) regularized attention network on top of the Transformers, called
BaSFormer. BaS regularization introduces the K-regular graph constraint on self-attention connections, which replaces SoftMax with
SparseMax in the attention transformation. In BaS-regularized self-attentions, SparseMax assigns zero attention scores to low-scoring
connections, highlighting influential and meaningful contexts. The K-regular graph constraint ensures that all tokens have an
equal-sized receptive field to aggregate information, which facilitates the involvement of global tokens in the feature update of each
layer and reduces the impact of individual biases. As no continuous loss can be used as the K-regular graph regularization, we
proposed an exponential extremum loss with augmented Lagrangian. Experimental results show that BaSFormer improves debiasing
effectiveness compared to the newest large language models, such as the chatGPT, GPT-4 and LLaMA. In addition, BaSFormer
achieves new state-of-the-art results in text generation tasks. Interestingly, this paper also evaluates that BaSFormer can learn
hierarchically linguistic dependencies in gradient attributions, which improves interpretability and adversarial robustness. Our
implementation is anonymously available at Google Drive.

Index Terms—over-fitting, Transformers, attention regularization, receptive field, balanced sparsity, generalization
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1 INTRODUCTION

Transformer is one of the breakthroughs in natural lan-
guage processing (NLP). It has emerged as the dominant
architecture for pre-trained large language models (LLMs)
[1], such as the Generative Pre-trained Transformer (GPT)
models [2], T5 [3] and LLaMA [4]. In Transformer-based
language models, the self-attention network is a critical
component [5]–[7] due to its powerful capability to model
the temporal sequence of tokens. It contributes to impres-
sive results in NLP [8] [9], computer vision [10], multi-
modal information processing [11], and other areas. The
self-attention network aims to learn the alignment between
every pair of tokens in a sequence, and update the token
features from the aligned positions [9]. However, Transform-
ers often over-fit on a few pieces of the sequence to make
decisions instead of considering the full context. This is due
to the lack of regularization on the attention connections
[12]. For example, a model may learn to associate certain
words or phrases with a particular class or polarity, even
if those associations do not truly indicate the underlying
meaning or intention of the text [13]. Such individual biases
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can lead to biased or inaccurate predictions on unseen data,
which is also one of the most critical challenges for the
generalization of Transformers [14].

Numerous sparse attention methods have been pro-
posed to overcome the above issue [15]. The local-band
sparsity is one of the early research, which considers a
small window around the keys in attention networks. As
the local segments usually have grammatical relationships,
the local-band sparsity can alleviate the over-fitting prob-
lem by focusing more on local associations [16]. However,
the localness limits the ability to model long-term and
non-consecutive dependencies. Subsequently, non-localized
sparsity mechanisms were proposed, including DropAtten-
tion [17], Cluster-Former [18] and L1 sparsity-regularized
attention (L1-attention) [19], [20]. DropAttention randomly
sets attention weights to zero, interpreted as dropping a
set of neurons along different dimensions. DropAttention
encourages the model to utilize the full context of the input
sequences rather than relying solely on a small piece of fea-
tures [17]. The Cluster-Former marries sliding-window and
hashing-based methods to achieve effective local and long-
range dependency encoding via two encoding layers [18].
The first type (Sliding-Window Layer) focuses on extracting
local information within a sliding window. The second
type (Cluster-Former Layer) encodes global information
beyond the initial chunked sequences [18]. The L1 sparsity-
regularized attention introduced a L1 sparse prior, which
minimizes contributions of the irrelevant connections in the
feature learning process [19]. These methods encourage the
model to make decisions relying on the full context of the
input sequences rather than a few pieces of input.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1hirj1MxIy3ydMG4-zKbINCBfUzVDTbMr/view?usp=sharing
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Another line of research includes regularization and
pruning methods, which aim to alleviate the over-fitting
problem from the view of head-level performance. Attention
head pruning tries to prune the redundant heads of multi-
head attention (MHA). Based on the actual phenomena in
BERT, it was proposed that multiple heads in the same
layer exhibit similar behaviors in attention distributions
[21]. However, attention pruning could affect the model’s
capacity to exploit the plentiful language dependencies, and
impact the test accuracy [22]. The diversity regularization
among multiple attention heads is an effective resolution
[23], enlarging the distributions of different heads in the
same layer and encouraging all attention connections to
be considered. Disagreement regularization [24] implements
diversity regularization by maximizing the cosine distances
between the input sub-spaces and output representations,
and dispersing the positions attended by multiple heads
with element-wise multiplication of attention matrices. Ex-
perimental results demonstrated that a small Transformer
network with disagreement regularization achieved compa-
rable performance with a big one without it. Meanwhile, the
training speed was nearly twice faster. Constrained atten-
tion networks (CAN) [25] introduce an orthogonal sparsity,
in which the attention weights concentrate on different parts
of the sentence with less overlap. Collaborative multi-head
attention [26] enables all heads in the same layer to learn
shared key/query projections, which helps heads to extract
meaningful shared query/key features.

However, while non-localized sparsity in attention con-
nections effectively mitigates over-fitting on a few pieces
in the sequence, it cannot guarantee that every token has
a sufficiently sizeable receptive field to learn representa-
tions. Attention regularization forces all heads to learn the
diversified attention distributions, enlarging the averaged
receptive fields over all tokens [27]. However, it still cannot
prevent individual bias on a few pieces. According to these
analyses, a good attention regularization strategy should
reconcile the receptive fields over all tokens and the sparsity.
This paper proposed a balanced sparsity (BaS) regulariza-
tion for the self-attention network, which encourages atten-
tion networks to learn sufficient and large enough receptive
fields for every token in a single head. In the BaS regularized
attention, SparseMax replaced SoftMax transformation to
align the attention scores. To implement the BaS regular-
ization in Transformer networks (BaSFormer), we defined
a continuous loss function via exponential extremum with
augmented Lagrangian. Finally, the experimental results on
text classification and neural machine translation (NMT)
tasks proved that BaSFormer has better debiasing abil-
ity and generalizability than the newest language models.
Furthermore, our experimental results also showed that
BaSFormer learned more grammatical connections in both
attention scores and gradient attributions.

The main contributions are listed below.

• In order to improve the debiasing ability and gener-
alizability in the Transformer-based language model,
we proposed the balanced sparsity (BaS) regularized
attention networks. The BaS regularized attentions
can learn the non-local and balanced sparsity in a
single attention head. Moreover, the accumulated

receptive fields can also cover the full context, ef-
fectively prompting the robustness of dataset biases.

• We enforced the BaS regularized attention network
into the Transformer framework (BaSFormer), and
defined BaS regularization as a continuous loss func-
tion.

• Experimental results show that BaSFormer effec-
tively improved the debiasing ability and general-
izability. Moreover, more exciting results show that
BaSFormer demonstrated better interpretability, ad-
versarial robustness and fairness for social biases.

2 BACKGROUND

2.1 Fully-connected Self-Attention Network
As one of the most pivotal components in Transformers,
the self-attention network captures semantic dependencies
from the input sequence with a parallel mode. The typi-
cal self-attention architecture uses the scaled dot-product
attention to learn the intra-interactions within a sequence
[6], [17]. Given the input sequence X ∈ RL×d with length
L and feature dimension d, the self-attention projects it
into query Q, key K and value V. And the scale-product
attention computes the output representation. This process
is described as the following equation,

Q,K,V = XWq,XWk,XWv

Attn (X) = Softmax
(
QKT

√
d

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

A

V (1)

where Wq ∈ Rd×dk , Wk ∈ Rdk×d, Wv ∈ Rd×dv represent
the transformation weights for query, key and value respec-
tively, and A ∈ RL×L represents the attention matrix.

Every token pair 〈xi,xj〉, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ L, in the fully-
connected self-attention is interdependent. The feature up-
dater on each token xi depends on all tokens in the same
sequence p (x̂i|x1, · · · ,xL). This feature updater on fully-
connected dependencies easily captures the spurious corre-
lations in the training data, and it is the reason why the
attention gradient attributed to adversarial patterns can fool
Transformers-based PLMs easily [28].

2.2 SparseMax Transformation
The two core components of the attention mechanism are
the alignment model and the transformation function [6].

A = Soft max

(
QKT

√
d

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Alignment︸ ︷︷ ︸

Transformation

(2)

The former QKT /
√
d is used to compute attention

matrix, and the later Softmax() is performed row-wise and
transforms the attention matrix into probabilities. Usually,
the well-known Softmax transformation [29] returns posi-
tive values and dense output probabilities [30]. The dense
alignments assign non-zero weights to all positions in the
input sequence in attention networks [31], which cannot
distinguish the meaningful semantic connections.
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Algorithm 1: Sparsemax Evaluation

1 Input: z
2 Sort z as z(1) ≥ · · · ≥ z(K)

3 Find k(z) max{k ∈ [K]|1 + kz(k) >
∑
j≤k z(j)}

4 Define τ(z) =
(
∑

j≤k(z) z(j))−1

k(z)

5 Output: p s.t. pi = [zi − τ(z)]+.

Peters B et al. [30] and Gong H et al. [31] proposed
the adaptive sparsity on multi-heads attention architectures
with the SparseMax transformation, which tends to yield
zero for the low-scoring in the vector,

SparseMax (z) arg min
p∈∆K−1

‖p− z‖2 (3)

where ∆K−1{p ∈ RK |1Tp = 1,p ≥ 0} represents a
(K − 1)-dimensional simplex, z is the input vector and
p is the output vector. The SparseMax projects the input
vector z onto the probability simplex, where the simplex
boundary is to be hit and the output vector SparseMax (z)
becomes sparse. A closed-form solution [32] for this simplex
is described in Algorithm 1. In it, the τ(z) is a threshold
function. All coordinates above this threshold will be shifted
by this amount and the others will be truncated to zero [32].

The experimental results evaluated that the SparseMax
transformation can yield exactly zero probabilities for irrel-
evant paired positions, and it improves generalizability and
interpretability [33].

3 METHODOLOGY

This section described how to implement the balanced spar-
sity (BaS) regularization on attention networks. First, the
concept of the BaS regularization was described in detail,
and a continuous loss function on it was defined via the
exponential extremum with augmented Lagrangian (EX-
PEAR). Next, the Softmax transformation was replaced with
SparseMax in the BaS-regularized attention networks, and
they were enforced into the Transformer (BaSFormer). Apart
from the proposed BaS regularized attention as shown in
Fig. 1, the model schema of BaSFormer is similar with
standard Transformer proposed in [6].

3.1 BaS-Regularized Attention Network

In algebraic graph theory, if the in-degree and out-degree
of any node in the graph are equal, this graph is called a
balanced graph [34]. In this study, we used a special case
- K-regular graph in graph theory to define the balanced
regularization on attention connections.

Definition 1. A regular directed graph must satisfy the
restrictive condition that the in-degree and out-degree of each
vertex are equal to each other. A regular graph with vertices of
degree K is called a K-regular graph. [35]

As the balanced regularization has an restrictive con-
straint on both the in-degree and out-degree, which means
that all tokens in the attention network have the sane size of
receptive fields. Moreover, as shown in Figure 1, for fear of
the over-fitting on a few pieces and insufficient dependency

Fig. 1. The schema about the balanced sparsity in the proposed BaS
regularized attention networks.

connections, the receptive fields of all tokens must be low-
overlapped. The balanced regularization couples with the
SparseMax transformation (BaSFormer) is naturally suitable
for defining the non-local and balanced sparsity in attention
networks, which ensures the information extracted across
all layers of the Transformer rely on the full context.

The BaS regularization is achieved when the following
restrictions can be satisfied.

‖E(A)− (N − k + ke1/k)‖ 6 ε

where E (A) =
L∑
i=1

eAi , ε ∈ RL, ε > 0

A = Ai,· or A = A·,j
N∑
i=1

Ai,· = 1, and i, j = 1, · · · , L

(4)

where k is the the number of degree in the BaS regularized
graph, L represents the sequence length, and the slack vari-
able ε ∈ RL is used to tolerate the self-loops when the self-
attention A ∈ RL×L is defined in the non-autoregressive
encoding networks.

The constraint Eq.(4) can be defined as a Lagrange dual
problem as follows,

min :
N∑
i=1

εi

s.t. εi − ‖ε (Ai)− (N − 2 + 2ep)‖2 > 0

εi > 0

(5)

This Lagrangian duality on k-regular graph can be de-
fined as a continuous optimization h (A) via exponential
extremum with augmented Lagrangian (EXPEAR) as fol-
lows,

h (A) =
∑
i

|ε
′

i + ε
′′

i − 2εmax|

+
∑
i

|2δ1 − ε (Ai,·)− ε (A·,i) + 2ε
′

i|

+
∑
i

|ε (Ai,·) + ε (A·,i)− 2δ2 + 2ε
′′

i |

→ 0

(6)
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The augmented Lagrangian method is used to enforce
the BaS regularization into Transformer with the task objec-
tive together:

min
A∈RL×L

` (X) +
ρ

2
|h (A)|2

s.t. h (A) ≤ 0
(7)

where ` (X) is the loss function in downstream tasks, and
the final optimization is defined with Lagrange multiplier α
and ρ.

L (θ) = ` (X) +
ρ

2
|h (A)|2 + αh (A) (8)

where θ is all trainable parameters in the Transformer.

3.2 BaSFormer Framework
Similar to the standard Transformer framework, all en-
coder and decoder blocks in BaSFormer are composed of
the multi-heads of BaS regularized self-attention networks,
cross-attention networks, normalization (Norm) layers and
position-wise feed-forward (FFN) layer. There is also an-
other difference that our self-attention network adapts the
SparseMax transformation with a bilayer value updater. The
attention networks in the encoding blocks have self-loops
and the auto-regressive decoders have not.

3.2.1 BaS Regularized Self-Attention
Given the input sequence X ∈ RLx×d, the feature updater
in the BaS-regularized self-attention is defined as follows,

Q,K,V = XWq,XWk,XW(0)
v

A = SparseMax
(
QKT

√
d

)
Z = Aσ (AV)W(1)

v

(9)

where Wq ∈ Rd×dk , Wk ∈ Rdk×d, W
(0)
v ∈ Rd×dv

and W
(1)
v ∈ Rdv×dv represent the learnable transforming

weights in query, key value and the second value updater
layer respectively, and σ() represents the non-linear activa-
tion.

As shown in Fig. 1, we replaced the single-layer value
updater [6] with a bilayer value updater. As the natural
language sentences have both sequential and hierarchical
structures to understand them [36], [37], the value updater
in attention networks needs multiple layers to constrcut
the complex connections. The bilayer value updater trans-
fers more information throughout attention connections in
single-head attention.

3.2.2 Encoder Layer
BaSFormer has the similar encoder layer as the one
defined in standard Transformer, which is named as
EncoderLayer (X) = Zenc and defined as follows,

Henc = LayerNorm (MHWA (PE (X) + X) + X)

Zenc = LayerNorm (FFN (Henc) + Henc)
(10)

where MHWA() represents the multi-heads of BaS-
regularized self-attention networks as defined in Eq. (9),
PE() represents the absolute position encodings. For each

position index t in the sequence X, the encoding is a vector
pt = PE (t) ∈ Rd.

PE (t)i =

{
sin (wit) if i is even,
cos (wit) if i is odd,

(11)

where t is the position index and i is the dimension.
The FFN() is the position-wise feed-forward layers,

which operates on each position independently. This func-
tion consists of two linear transformations with a ReLU
activation in between.

FFN (X) = ReLU (XW1 + b1)W2 + b2 (12)

where W1,W2 ∈ Rd×d and b1,d2 ∈ RLx×d.
In addition, the LayerNorm() represents a normalization

operation on the residual connection between attention out-
put and input, and FFN output and input respectively.

3.2.3 Decoder Layer
BaSFormer uses the auto-regressive generation in the de-
coder. Giving the target sequence Y ∈ RLy×d, the basic de-
coding block is named as DecoderLayer (Y) = Zdec defined
as follows,

Hdec = LayerNorm (MMHWA (PE (Y) + Y) + Y)

Hcro = LayerNorm (MHCA (Zenc,Hdec) + Hdec)

Zdec = LayerNorm (FFN (Hcro) + Zcro)

(13)

where Hdec ∈ RLy×d, Hcro ∈ RLy×d and Zdec ∈ RL×d. The
MMHWA() is the masked multi-heads of BaS-regularized
self-attention network, in which the upper triangular of
attention matrix is set as zero. And the MHCA() is the multi-
head cross-attention network defined as follows,

Qcro,Kcro,Vcro = HdecW
cro
q ,ZencW

cro
k ,HdecW

cro
v

Acro = Softmax

(
QcroKcroT

√
d

)
Zcro = AcroVcro

(14)

where Wcro
q ,Wcro

k ,Wcro
v ∈ Rd×d, Acro ∈ RLx×Ly and Zcro ∈

RLy×d.

3.2.4 Prediction Layer
Word-Level Classification BaSFormer performs word-level
predictions Y ∈ RLx×c on input sequence X ∈ RLx×d just
from Zenc output from encoding block, where c represents
the class number. Its scheme is shown in the Fig. (a).

Ŷ = fσ (ZencWσ + bσ) (15)

where the fσ() is a non-linear function, Zenc ∈ RLx×d Ŷ ∈
RLX×c, Wσ ∈ Rd×c, bσ ∈ Rc, and Lx is the sequence length
and c is the class number.

Sentence Classification: BaSFormer sends the represen-
tation on the first token [CLS] to the classifier to perform
sentence-level classification.

Ŷ = fσ (z[CLS]Wσ + bσ) (16)
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where ŷ ∈ Rc, z[CLS] ∈ Rd, Wσ ∈ Rd×c, c represents the
class number.

Sequence-to-Sequence Generation: BaSFormer uses
the auto-regressive decoding model for the sequence-to-
sequence generation,

Ŷ = Softmax (ZdecWσ + bσ) (17)

where Zdec ∈ RLy×d, Wσ ∈ Rd×|V|, bσ ∈ RLy×|V|, in which
V represents the word vocabulary in the training corpus and
|V| is the vocabulary size.

3.2.5 Loss Function
The final loss is defined with the BaS regularization together
as follows,

` (Y) =−
Ly∑
l=1

yl log (ŷl)

L (θ) =` (Y) +
ρ

2

(
N∑
n=1

∣∣∣h(A(n)
enc

)∣∣∣2 +
N∑
n=1

∣∣∣h(A(n)
dec

)∣∣∣2)

+ α

(
N∑
n=1

h
(
A(n)

enc

)
+

N∑
n=1

h
(
A

(n)
dec

))
(18)

where ` (Y) is the loss function on downstream tasks,
N represents the layer numbers in encoder and decoder,
enc and dec represent the encoding and decoding blocks
respectively.

4 EXPERIMENT

4.1 Exmerimental Setting
We empirically evaluated BaSFormer from three aspects: (i)
the effectiveness of generalizability, (ii) the interpretability,
(iii) the adversarial robustness and (iv) fairness for social
biases.

4.1.1 Setting for Generalizability Evaluation
Datasets:

• The Fact Extraction and VERification (FEVER)
dataset [38] verifies whether a claim supports or
refutes or is not enough information for the given
evidence. In the training set of FEVER, there is a
dataset bias that a few bi-grams in claims highly co-
occur with labels. To evaluate the robustness for this
kind of bias, Schuster et al. [39] introduced out-of-
distribution (OOD) evaluations - FEVER-Symmetric
V1 and v2 with 717 and 712 examples, respectively.
The statistics about the co-occurrence between exclu-
sive bi-grams with labels in FEVER, and are shown
in Fig. 2.

• The paraphrase identification (PI) task identifies al-
ternative linguistic expressions of the same mean-
ing at different textual levels (document, paragraph,
sentence, word, or combination). QQP [40] dataset
is a popular dataset to train PI models, and it con-
tains 795,267 pairs of questions annotated as “para-
phrase” or “non-paraphrase”. However, QQP has a
bias in training data that the high lexical overlaps

Fig. 2. The statistics about the biased correlations from category to
specific bi-grams. We abbreviated the “supports” in FEVER, S1 and S2
to “sup-F”, “sup-S1” and “sup-S2” respectively, and “refutes” in three
datasets to “ref-F”, “ref-S1” and “ref-S2”, and “not enough information
(NEI)” in FEVER to “NEI-F”.

between paired sentences mainly occur in the “para-
phrase” examples. PAWS (Paraphrase Adversaries
from Word Scrambling) dataset [41] balances the
dataset bias on “paraphrase” and “non-paraphrase”
examples. The statistics about the lexical overlaps in
different classes in QQP and PAWS are shown in Fig.
3.

Fig. 3. The statistics about the lexical overlaps in QQP with its OOD
dataset - QQP, where the vertical axis presents the number of word
overlaps between sentence pair in an example, and the horizontal axis
presents the different labels.

Compared Baselines

• Transformer variants with Sparse Attentions: Long-
former [42] combines local windowed attention with
task-motivated global attention. BigBird [43] uses a
sparse attention mechanism applied token by token,
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which is different from BERT as the attention mech-
anism is applied to the entire input just once.

• Debiasing Language Models: The experiments com-
pared various debiasing models to evaluate their
effectiveness on dataset biases. BERT-base+FBoW and
BERT-base+FBiLSTM [44] fine-tuned BERT-base on
the forgettable examples in BoW and BiLSTM mod-
els, which could improve the OOD generalization.
ReWeighting [45] used the bias-only model to cap-
ture the inference strategy on the training data and
trained a second model in an ensemble, including
the pre-trained bias-only model, which learned an
alternative strategy to improve the OOD general-
ization. Reg-conf [46] uses the confidence regular-
ization method to improve the OOD generalization.
CrossAug [47] uses the generated claim-evidence
pairs to debias the fact verification models. Product-
of-Experts (PoE) [45] first trains a naive model to
make predictions exclusively based on dataset bias,
and then trains a robust model as part to compose
an ensemble with the naive one together. DRiFt
[48] formalizes the concept of dataset bias from the
perspective of distribution shift and presents a sim-
ple Debiasing algorithm based on Residual Fitting
(DRiFt). Inverse-Reweight (InvR) [49] reweights the
sampling probabilities by the inverse of the confi-
dences induced by the bias-only model, which aims
to balance the in-distribution (ID) and OOD samples.
Learned-Mixin (LMin) [45] is a variant of PoE. Mo-
CaD [50] extends the traditional two-stage ensemble-
based debiasing framework to a three-stage one in-
cluding the bias Modeling, model Calibrating, and
Debiasing stages. Self-debiasing [51] jointly identi-
fies biased examples and features in an end-to-end
manner, which does not require an extra training
stage, or manual bias feature engineering. DePro [52]
is an end-to-end method that can eliminate spuri-
ous correlations in a fine-grained. BERT-Whitening
[53], [54] uses a simple and effective post-processing
technique (whitening) to tackle the anisotropic prob-
lem of sentence embeddings [55]. AdaTest [56] is
a process to uses large-scale language models in
partnership with human feedback to automatically
to write unit tests highlighting bugs in a target model
automatically. Prompting GPT-3 [57] systematically
studied the reliability of GPT-3 from key facets of
generalizability, fairness, calibration, and factuality
with knowledge updating. Sentence-BERT (SBERT)
[58] is a bi-encoder approach, which encodes sen-
tences separately and generates high-quality em-
beddings for each. Debiasing Masks [59] focus on
removing bias from an existing model instead of
the now-common approach of training again from
scratch.

• Pre-trained large language models (LLMs): As the
pre-trained Transformers on large-scale corpus can
learn more invariant representations, experiments
compared the proposed model with (i) the fine-
tuning PLMs: BERT [60], RoBERTa [61], ALBERT
[62], GPT2 [63], LLaMA [4] and (ii) the OpenAI

API tool 1 for prompting GPT-3 [57], prompting
ChatGPT [64] and prompting GPT-4 [65] test, on a
wide range of text prompts and scenarios.

4.1.2 Setting for Machine Translation

Datasets. The WMT 2014 English-to-German (En-De)
[66] with 4.5M parallel pairs and WMT 2017 English-to-
Romanian (En-Ro) [67] with 610K parallel pairs were chose
in the machine translation task.

Compared Baselines

• Auto-regressive (AT) Machine Translation models:
standard Transformer proposed in original paper [6].
Levenshtein Transformer (LevT) [68] is a partially
auto-regressive model that combines the “insertion”
and “deletion” operations to devise more flexible and
amenable sequence generation.

• Non-autoregressive (NAT) Machine Translation
models: Glancing Transformer (GLAT) [69] uses
the single-pass parallel generation model to generate
high-quality translation with 8× ∼ 15× speedup.
Mask-Predict [70] uses the language masking mech-
anism in training that predicts any subset of the
target words conditioned on both the input text and
a partially masked target translation. JM-NAT [71]
trains Transformer by masking inputs with an n-
gram loss function, which alleviates the problem of
translating duplicate words. The imitation learning
framework for non-autoregressive machine transla-
tion (imit-NAT) [72] introduces a knowledgeable
auto-regressive machine translation (AT) demonstra-
tor to supervise each decoding state of the NAT
model. FlowSeq [73] designs several layers of gener-
ative flow tailored for modeling the conditional den-
sity of sequential latent variables. NAT-DCRF [74]
incorporates an efficient approximation of positional
contexts into the non-autoregressive models, which
improves the decoding consistency and reduces the
inference cost. Imputer [75] makes conditional inde-
pendence assumptions within a generation step to
achieve parallel generation and models conditional
dependencies across generation steps.

• Transformers with Attention Regularization: Con-
strained Sparsemax transformation in attention net-
work (CSparseMax) [76] replaces the traditional
Softmax by SparseMax transformation and sets the
upper bound for the amount of attention a word re-
ceived. Disagreement regularization [24] maximizes
cosine distances between the input sub-spaces and
output representations. Cross-model Back-translated
Distillation (CBD) [77] induces a novel component
to the standard unsupervised machine translation
framework, which aims to induce another level of
data diversification. Cross-lingual language mod-
els (XLMs) [78] define an unsupervised generative
pre-training method, which only relies on mono-
lingual data to leverage parallel data with a new
cross-lingual language model objective. Simultane-
ous Neural Machine Translation (SNMT) [79] is a

1. https://platform.openai.com/docs/introduction
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generic framework to integrate linguistic and extra-
linguistic information into simultaneous models.
MAsked Sequence to Sequence pre-training (MASS)
[80] adopts the encoder-decoder framework to re-
construct a sentence fragment given the remaining
part of the sentence to predict this masked fragment.
Transformer Rep [81] uses the perturbation meth-
ods in the training process for Transformer.

• Pre-trained Large Language Models (LLMs):
M2M100 is a state-of-the-art multilingual neural ma-
chine translation model using an encoder-decoder ar-
chitecture with a Transformer-based neural network
[82]. DeltaLM is a pre-trained multilingual encoder-
decoder model that regards the decoder as the task
layer of off-the-shelf pre-trained encoders [83].

4.1.3 Setting for Interpretability Analysis

Analysis tool. The multi-head self-attention mecha-
nism learns word-to-word dependencies within the input
sequence and encodes contextual information across all
layers. Hao et al. [28] proposed the self-attention attribution
tree (AttAttr) tool, which effectively explains how each
token interacts with each other across attention layers to
reach the final prediction. AttAttr first identifies the most
important attention connections in each layer. This step
finds that attention weights only sometimes correlate well
with their contributions to the model prediction. Next,
AttAttr introduces a heuristic algorithm to construct self-
attention attribution trees based on the backward gradients,
which discovers the information flow inside Transformer. In
addition, a quantitative analysis is applied to justify how
much the edges of an attribution tree contribute to the final
prediction.

Datasets. This experiment was conducted on the natural
language inference (NLI) task with the MNLI [84] dataset
and text classification task with SST-2 [85] dataset. MNLI
is a benchmark containing 431,992 sentence pairs annotated
with textual entailment information (neutral, entailment, or
contradiction), and SST-2 is a standard dataset for predicting
sentiment from longer movie reviews.

4.1.4 Setting for Adversarial Robustness

Adversarial Attack Construction: AttAttr [28] can also
be used to construct the adversarial triggers to attack lan-
guage models. These adversarial triggers are extracted from
the interaction patterns contributing most to the model
decision. During the attack, these adversarial triggers are
inserted into the test input at the same relative position and
segment as in the original sentence.

Datasets. The adversarial attack was also conducted on
the MNLI and SST-2 datasets.

4.2 Effectiveness of Generalization Performance

4.2.1 Text Classification
This experiment evaluated the effectiveness of the proposed
BaSFormer on debiasing and generalization. All comparison
models were trained on ID datasets - FEVER and QQP
separately, and tested on evaluations from in-distribution
(ID) and out-of-distribution (OOD) datasets.

TABLE 1
The test accuracies on FEVER, QQP and their OOD evaluations.

Models

Fact Verification PI

ID OOD ID OOD

FEVER S-v1 S-v2 QQP PAWS

PLM-based debiasing models
BERT-base [44] 86.1 57.7 64.7 90.9 36.1
BERT +FBoW [44] 87.1 61.0 67.0 89.0 48.8
BERT +FBiLSTM [44] 86.5 61.7 66.6 88.0 47.6
ReWeighting [45] 85.5 61.7 66.5 83.5 69.2
Reg-conf [46] 86.4 60.5 66.2 88.3 55.4
CrossAug [47] 85.3 61.7 66.5 - -
PoE [45] 87.1 65.9 69.1 89.2 55.2
DRiFt [45] 87.4 65.7 69.0 87.8 65.2
InvR [49] 84.3 60.8 65.2 - -
LMin [45] 84.7 59.8 65.3 - -
MoCaD [50] 87.1 65.9 69.1 - -
Self-debiasing [46] 87.9 66.1 - - -
DePro [52] 84.5 65.2 69.2 - -
AdaTest [56] - - - 91.9 53.8
SBERT [58] - - - 90.7 68.9
Debiasing Masks [59] 85.0 63.4 - 89.6 44.3
BERT-whitening [53] 85.9 65.9 68.3 87.3 58.3
Prompting GPT-3 [57] - 61.5 64.3 83.5 73.7
LLaMa-7B [57] 94.1 51.3 49.2 90.5 46.9
Prompting GPT-3.5 - 69.7 70.6 - 61.4
Prompting GPT-4 - 60.5 60.7 - 69.4

Transformers trained from scratch
Longformer [42] 82.1 63.4 65.5 81.6 68.8
BigBird [43] 77.4 43.4 42.1 81.9 66.1
Transformer [44] 87.9 47.8 47.4 83.0 40.6

BaSFormer 92.6 66.2 69.4 87.8 78.1
w/o BaS h(A) 85.2 52.9 51.3 78.5 62.3
w/ single-layer 87.9 47.8 47.4 81.7 47.7
w/o BaS & bilayer 87.5 45.7 42.3 82.5 40.6

Table 1 shows the experimental results of the ID test on
FEVER, QQP and corresponding OOD test on Symmetric-
V1, Symmetric-V2 and PAWS, respectively. The word em-
beddings, layer number and head number in BaSFormer
were set to the same size as the BERT-base, and the model
was trained for 200 epochs with 12, 800 warm-up steps. All
compared models were trained on FEVER and QQP and
did not undergo any fine-tuning for OOD evaluations -
Symmetric-V1, Symmetric-V2 and PAWS. In addition, the
dropout was not used for the BaS regularized self-attention
networks, and the word embeddings were initialized from
the 300-d GloVe [86]. The prompting ChatGPT and GPT-4
used the templates: “ Are the following evidence sentence
supports, refutes or is not enough information for the claim
sentence? Claim: sentence1, Evidence: sentence2. Answer
me with ”entailment”, ”neutral” or ”contradiction.” for the
FEVER and Symmetric V1, V2 datasets. And “ Are the
following two questions equivalent or not? Answer me with
”equivalent” or ”not equivalent. Sentence1. Sentence2.” for
the QQP and PAWS datasets.

In Table 1, the fine-tuned LLaMA-7B and AdaTest
achieved the best ID results on FEVER and QQP with
94.1% and 91.9%, respectively. Although the proposed BaS-
Former did not achieve top-1 ID test accuracy, it ranked
second on FEVER and performed comparably with most
LLMs. BaSFormer outperformed all other baselines on the
OOD test sets for OOD generalization - PAWS, with test
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accuracies of 78.1%. Specifically, although BaSFormer did
not outperform the Prompting ChatGPT on Symmetric-V1,
and Symmetric-V2, it achieved the comparable result of
69.4% with prompting ChatGPT of 70.6% on Symmetric-
V1, and surpassed the prompting GPT4 by more than 5.5%,
8.5% and 8.5% on three OOD test sets respectively. These
results demonstrated that the performance of OpenAI GPTs
deteriorates with increasing pre-training data and training
epochs.

In this experiment, BaSFormer was set with the same
model architectures and parameter size as BERT-base, and
its results beat the BERT-base by more than 6.5%, 8.5%,
4.7%, 42.0% on FEVER, Symmetric-V1, Symmetric-V2 and
PAWS. Furthermore, compared with the state-of-the-art
(SOTA) debiasing models, BaSFormer beat the old top-1
models - Self-debiasing, DePro, Prompting GPT-3 by at least
0.1%, 0.2% and 4.4% on Symmetric-V1, Symmetric-V2 and
PAWS, respectively. Notably, even though BaSFormer did
not improve the ID test accuracy on QQP compared with
other baselines, the improvement for OOD generalization
on PAWS was significant, with a rise of 4.4%.

Table 1 also conducted a series of ablation studies to eval-
uate the effectiveness of the main technical contributions
in the proposed model: BaS regularization h(A), bilayer
value updater and their combination. Compared to the
undivided BaSFormer, the model without (w/o) BaS, with
(w/) a single-layer value updater and w/o both BaS and
(&) bilayer settings showed significant decreases by at least
5.1% in ID test accuracy and 13.3% 37.5% in OOD test
accuracy. These ablation studies prove that all proposed
ideas in this study can significantly improve the robustness
of dataset bias in training and generalization.

4.2.2 Machine Translation

TABLE 2
The sacreBLEU scores on WMT14 and WMT16.

Models WMT14 WMT16

EN→DE DE→EN EN→RO RO→EN
Transformer [6] 27.30 - - -
GLAT [69] 27.48 31.27 33.70 34.05
LevT [68] 27.27 - - 33.26
Mask-Predict [70] 27.03 30.53 33.08 33.31
JM-NAT [71] 27.31 31.02 - -
imit-NAT [72] 22.44 25.67 28.61 28.90
Flowseq [73] 23.72 28.39 29.73 30.72
NAT-DCRF [74] 23.44 27.22 - -
Imputer [75] 25.80 28.40 32.30 31.70
CSparseMax [76] 29.85 - - 29.77
Disagreement [24] 28.51 - - -
CBD [77] 30.10 36.30 36.30 33.80
XLM [78] 27.20 34.30 34.60 32.70
SNMT [79] 29.50 33.90 33.70 32.50
MASS [80] 27.10 35.20 35.10 33.40
Transformer Rep [81] 32.35 - - -
M2M100-418M [87] 33.90 35.60 27.90 34.10
DeltaLM-base 35.41 33.58 39.82 31.42

BaSFormer 36.74 37.88 36.96 35.77

Our experiment also evaluated the sequence-to-sequence
generation effectiveness for the Encoder-Decoder frame-
work of BaSFormer. The experiment was conducted on the
WMT2014 En-De and WMT2016 En-Ro machine transla-

tion tasks. The WMT2014 English-German (EN-DE) prepro-
cessed dataset in [6] and WMT2016 English-Romanian (EN-
RO) preprocessed in ([88]) were chosen as the benchmarks
to compare the proposed BaSFormer with other state-of-the-
art baselines. Both datasets were tokenized and segmented
into subword units with the BPE encodings [89], and the
word embedding was initialized randomly and trained with
the model together.

Table 2 shows all results on these tasks, in which the
compared baselines include the newest auto-regressive and
non-autoregressive machine translation models and the
Transformer variants with attention regularization. These
results show that BaSFormer outperforms the previous base-
lines on WMT14 DE-EN, EN-DE and WMT16 EN-RO tasks
with 36.74, 37.88 and 35.77 sacreBLEU scores, respectively.
The previous state-of-the-art (SOTA) baselines on these four
translation directions are Transformer Rep, CBD, CBD and
GLAT, respectively. Compared with these SOTA results,
BaSFormer raised the BLEU score from 32.35 to 36.74 on
WMT14 EN-DE, 36.30 to 37.88 on WMT14 DE-EN and
34.05 to 35.77 on WMT16 RO-EN respectively. Specifically,
compared with the newest Transformation variants enforced
with attention regularization (CSparseMax, disagreement
regularization, CBD), BaSFormer also achieved better results
with the sacreBLEU scores improvements by 6.64, 1.58,
0.46 and 1.97 at least. Noticeably, even though the fine-
tuned DeltaLM-base achieved the top-1 sacreBLEU score on
WMT16 RO-EN, its performance on WMT16 EN-RO with
31.42 was far below the BaSFormer’s result of 35.77.

All experimental results in text classification and ma-
chine translation proved that the proposed BaSFormer im-
proves the generalization of both the encoder-only and
encoder-decoder frameworks.

4.3 Interpretability Analysis
The second experiment was conducted on NLI and text clas-
sification tasks, which aims to analyze the interpretability of
the BaS regularized attentions. The datasets used for the two
tasks are MNLI and SST-2, respectively, and the BaSFormer
was set as the same size as BERT-base. Both BaSFormer and
Transformer were trained from scratch with 200 epochs with
a learning rate r = 2e− 5.

4.3.1 Hierarchical Information Flows
To evaluate whether BaS regularized attention could learn
more interpretable knowledge than the unconstrained ones.
This experiment used the attention attribution (AttAttr) tool
to interpret the gradient attributions inside BaSFormer and
compared LLMs, respectively. Fig. 4 shows the self-attention
attribution trees across all Transformer layers on MNLI and
SST-2 examples.

On the MNLI example 1, the gradient attribution tree
across BaSFormer layers constructs dependencies within
local segments, and the information interactions hierarchi-
cally aggregate into tokens of “know”, “what” and “how”
scattered over paired sentences. The “[CLS]” token col-
lects information flows over these three words to make
the prediction “Entailment”. Compared with the fine-tuned
BERT, GPT2, GPT-neo, T5 and LLaMA, BaSFormer captures
more grammatical and consecutive dependencies in the self-
attention attribution trees. For example, the dependencies
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Fig. 4. The case study of attention attribution trees on MNLI with it OOD challenging evaluations - HANS, in which the words with yellow background
among paired sentences are overlapped. Where the subtrees labeled with colored background are local and grammatical dependencies.

of { overnight low }, { what the overnight low } and { not
sure}. On the MNLI example 2, BaSFormer also captured the
grammatical dependencies { a way to supplement that} and {
add something extra } that do not appear in BERT, GPT2, GPT-
Neo, T5 and LLaMA. Moreover, the fine-tuned BERT, GPT2,
GPT-Neo, T5 and LLaMA learned attention attribution trees
have many confused and meaningless dependencies across
paired sentences, and the final prediction mainly depends
on the single token like night and add on two MNLI exam-
ples, which is the reason for the over-fitting on dataset bias.
The superiority of BaSFormer in learning interpretable and
meaningful associations contributes to its outperformance
on OOD generalization. The HANS example in Fig. 4 shows
that BaSFormer learned most grammatical associations. By
comparison, aside from BERT and GPT-Neo, which can
learn few meaningful connections, other compared LLMs
make decisions solely on biased dependencies.

As shown in Fig. 5, the experimental comparison on
the SST-2 examples is more significant, where BaSFormer
captures more hierarchical grammatical dependencies to
construct the phrases and multiple concepts.

4.3.2 Non-local Receptive Field

To better demonstrate the effectiveness of non-local depen-
dency modeling in BaSFormer, Fig. 6 plotted the averaged
interaction distances across all BaSFormer and BERT layers.
These results were counted from 1, 000 and 500 evaluation
examples from MNLI and SST-2 respectively. As shown in
Fig.6, for the paired sentences in MNLI, both BaSFormer and
fine-tuned BERT have averaged interaction distances over
20. Specifically, in the 1st∼3rd, 6th∼12th layers, BaSFormer
has broader receptive fields than BERT’s corresponding
layers. For the single sentence input in SST-2, BaSFormer
extracts longer-term dependencies, especially in the 1st and
7th∼11th layers.

Notably, BaSFormer and fine-tuned BERT performed
the similar trends on the interaction distances across all
layers. Moreover, in the 4th-5th layers on MNLI and the
2nd-6th layer on SST-2, the receptive fields of BaSFormer
restricted more local dependencies than BERT. In the deeper
layers of two datasets, BaSFormer extracts more long-term
dependencies and models richer knowledge than the fine-
tuned BERT.
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Fig. 5. The case study of attention attribution trees on single sentence
classification (SSC) task on SST-2 dataset, where the subtrees labeled
with colored background are local and grammatical dependencies.

Fig. 6. The means of interaction distances extracted by the ATTATTR
built tree in every layer from Transformer and BaSFormer.

4.3.3 Grammatically Meaningful Attention Connections
Apart from the attention attribution analysis, this paper also
analyzed the attention heatmaps to evaluate whether BaS-
Former can model grammatically meaningful dependencies
in attention connections. This case study was applied to two
MNLI examples, as shown in Fig. 7.

In this experiment, the BaSFormer and Transformer were
set as an encoder-decoder framework, where the encoder
and decoder learn the representations from “premise” and
“hypothesis” sentences, respectively.

Fig. 7 visualized the heatmaps of self-attentions in BaS-

Premise: People laying in massage chairs.
Hypothesis: Women doing jumping jacks.

Label: Neutral

Fig. 7. The heatmaps of self-attention connections on two MNLI exam-
ples from BaSFormer and BERT-base. The exhibited attention scores
are selected from the 1st heads in the top three layers, in which the
connections labeled with yellow stars have the significant scores with
grammatically meaningful dependencies.

Former trained from scratch and fine-tuned BERT-base,
and these results plotted the 1st heads in the top three
layers. These experimental results show that the BaSFormer
learned more long-term dependencies than the BERT, and
these dependencies must conform to more grammatical
rules than the BERT. Concretely, on the premise - “People
laying in massage chairs.”, BaSFormer gave significant atten-
tion scores on connections {people, massage}, {in, chairs} and
{massage, chairs}. These frequently-used expressions did not
appear in the BERT-base. Moreover, on the hypothesis -
“Women doing jumping jacks.”, BaSFormer also learned the
phrases {women, doing}, {jumping, jacks} with significant
attention scores, and the fine-tuned BERT had not.

The above analysis of “hierarchical information flows”,
“non-local receptive field” and the “grammatically mean-
ingful attention connections” demonstrate that the BaS reg-
ularized attentions can learn sparser connections with more
ground-truth knowledge than the BERT. It is also the reason
for the outperformance of BaSFormer compared with other
SOTA baselines for debiasing effectiveness and generaliza-
tion.

4.4 Robustness of Attacks
The third experiment conducted adversarial attacks on BaS-
Former and BERT-base to evaluate the adversarial robust-
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Fig. 8. The top-3 triggers (i.e., highlighted and underlined word patterns) extracted from AttAttr tool on the MNLI, where the adversarial triggers
were inserted into test examples at the same relative position and segment as in the original sentence.

ness. This experiment was conducted on MNLI and the
adversarial examples were constructed by the adversarial
triggers found in AttAttr [28]. Specifically, each adversarial
trigger includes two paired pairs extracted from the inter-
action patterns contributing most to the model decision.
During the attack, these adversarial triggers are inserted
into test sentences at the same relative position and segment
as in the original sentences. This experiment reports the
adversarial results on top-1 triggers for three labels, and the
details about the source triggers and adversarial patterns are
shown in Fig. 8.

TABLE 3
Attack results of the top-1 triggers on dev-matched test data in MNLI.

Label
No trigger Trigger1
BERT-base BERT-base BaSFormer

baseline Acc. ∆ Acc. ∆
Contradiction 84.94 63.49 -21.45 65.89 -19.05
Entailment 82.87 29.26 -53.61 39.67 -43.20
Neutral 82.00 77.84 -4.16 82.80 0.80
Avg. 83.27 56.86 -26.41 62.79 -20.48

Label
No trigger Trigger2

Transformer Transformer BaSFormer
baseline Acc. ∆ Acc. ∆

Contradiction 84.94 68.19 -16.75 72.30 -12.64
Entailment 82.87 60.22 -22.65 63.00 -19.87
Neutral 82.00 66.95 -15.05 79.86 -2.14
Avg. 83.27 65.12 -18.15 71.72 -11.55

Label
No trigger Trigger3

Transformer Transformer BaSFormer
baseline Acc. ∆ Acc. ∆

Contradiction 84.94 68.00 -16.94 73.14 -11.80
Entailment 82.87 33.20 -49.67 43.69 -39.18
Neutral 82.00 72.91 -9.09 78.77 -1.23
Avg. 83.27 58.04 -25.23 65.20 -18.07

Table 3 reported the attacking results on top-1 adver-
sarial triggers for three labels in MNLI. Even though three
triggers decreased the test accuracy in both fine-tuned BERT
and BaSFormer, the proposed BaSFormer was more robust.
Specifically, BaSFormer outperforms the fine-tuned BERT on
three adversarial triggers by at least 2.4% for “contradic-
tion” label. This advantage is further expanded on the other
two labels with averaged increases of 7.89% and 7.91%,
respectively.

5 CONCLUSION

This study proposed a balanced sparsity (BaS) regular-
ization on attention networks to define the non-local and
balanced sparsity with SparseMax transformation. In order
to enforce the BaS regularization into Transformer (BaS-
Former), this paper defined a continuous loss function via
EXPonential extremum with Augmented lagRangian (EX-
PEAR). Our experimental results demonstrated that the BaS
regularization approach significantly improves debiasing
and generalization effectiveness, even when compared with
state-of-the-art LLMs such as Prompting chatGPT, GPT-
4 and LLaMA. Moreover, interpretability and robustness
analyses show that the BaS regularized attentions construct
hierarchically linguistic dependencies that are closer to how
humans understand language. These findings suggest that
BaS regularization has the potential to enhance the inter-
pretability, robustness, and generalization of Transformer
networks in various NLP tasks.
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